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Abstract 
This paper proposes a new grouping method for telecommunication network backbone by applying neural network concept. For 
the experimental results, the traffic dispersion to destination are collected from originated traffic observation in each node and 
then compared with the resulted from back propagation network model with conventional method. This paper shows that the 
grouping method which applying neural network is convenient for backbone network, configuration. This method cans 
effectively group the traffic flow between nodes, and dimensioning for each link, can be done appropriately. 
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1.  Introduction 
In general, the composite network (both star and mesh networks) is used for actual networks configuration. 
However, to determine a network configuration, it is necessary to consider the traffic dispersion, traffic direction, 
equipment cost, and etc. While a network is small scale, it can be configured without any layer, such as in a mesh 
network. As the network becomes large scale, the use of only a mesh network becomes more complicated and 
economically disadvantageous. For this reason, the traffic grouping to the same direction is generally adopted for a 
large scale network. 
In this paper proposes the traffic grouping method based on traffic dispersion within the backbone network by 
using back propagation neural network method. This method can be grouped the traffic, which has the huge data 
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correctly and quickly. The experimental had study and choose neural network parameter that suitable for the most 
correctly grouping. 
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Fig.1 Origination traffic dispersion to destination.
Traffic Grouping Method 
Conventional Method 
Conventional method is used the chain flow concepts [1] that can be grouped the traffic based on routing table 
by propagate traffic dispersion on the link. This method has done by adding traffic that flow passes each link as 
network configuration from original node to destination node as shown in Fig.1. The traffic dispersion per 
destination is given in the following table 1. 
Table 1 Traffic dispersion per destination. 
Node I J K L M N O P Q
I 18.6535   18.4002   14.9568   12.3659   10.4938   14.1810   7.4106     9.1199     
J 17.5181   21.8914   13.6841   15.4820   9.8400     25.0053   5.9278     4.3408     
K 18.2485   21.7503   23.3763   22.6273   15.0074   19.5741   7.2387     6.2784     
L 5.6439     6.5925     9.3416     26.9814   8.0570     9.8673     2.5906     4.0684     
M 7.6038     12.1271   13.6107   31.3121   8.3626     10.0165   3.4900     3.2277     
N 8.8067     8.6700     11.6896   13.4123   10.2346   30.8316   6.8191     10.0126   
O 7.7729     13.6116   9.5591     9.1081     8.4661     21.0541   2.9789     4.1445     
P 4.7437     2.3244     3.2527     3.4727     2.9439     4.0572     4.1621     21.5310   
Q 6.1752     3.1681     7.1241     5.7950     4.6219     6.0186     4.7938     20.0354   
In a backbone network while considered consists of 9 nodes and 18 links. Determine number to these links as 
shown in Fig 2. The traffic carried on a link in a network is called the link flow [2]. The notion of flow can be 
further extended in a directional network to consider the traffic using an ordered sequence of links as routing table, 
and this flow is called a chain flow [2]. The chain flows in a backbone network as shown in table 2. 
The total flow on a link is obtained by adding together all the chain flows which used that link. To obtain the 
links flows, can be derived in the following way by using a link-chain incidence matrix ijC c⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ . Then, define an 
element of the matrix C  as follows: 
1,  if link i is on chain j        (i=1,...n)
                   
0,  otherwise                       (j=1,...m)ijC =
Where n is total numbers of the links in a backbone network and m is total number of chain flows. 
Let vector f  be the ordered list of link flows and h  be the ordered list of chain flows. Thus, the link flows can 
be obtained as expressed in (1). 
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Ch f=         (1) 
Obtaining link flows from product of link-chain incidence matrix C = 18x72 matrix and ordered list of chain flows h
= 18x1 vector. 
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Fig. 2 Backbone network configuration. 
2.  Back Propagation Neural Network Method 
This paper uses back propagation neural network algorithm (9-9-18) to model biological brain. The basic 
structure consists of node or unit, input layer, hidden layer, and output layer and weight value. Neural network 
model divide into 3 groups consisting of perceptron, associative memory and biological model [3]. 
By using neural network application, the procedure is separated into 2 steps as training or learning, this paper is used 
Rprop (Resilient backpropagation) and testing or actual using. 
The training step of back propagation neural network is created the neural network, which has the input and 
output layer equal to input and output unit of a problem. For the hidden layer can be define independently but should 
be started with the greater values first. Then define the initial value of even path, which is random between -1 to 1 
for each neural j of hidden layers as follows [3]. 
1
n
i ji j
i
X W U
=
=∑         (2) 
Where iX  is the input vector of input layer i, jiW  is the weight vector connected to layer j from 
source layer i and jU  is the network output vector of hidden layer j. 
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Table 2. Chain flow in a backbone network. 
Chain Chain Flow Chain Chain Flow Chain Chain Flow Chain Chain Flow Chain Chain Flow Chain Chain Flow
11 18.6535         1 9.8400           4-11 5.6439           8-1 8.3626           9 7.7729           18-10 2.9439           
13 18.4002         7 25.0053         4 6.5925          8-7 10.0165       7 13.6116       16-3 4.0572         
11-4 14.9568         11-16 5.9278           6 9.3416           10-18 3.4900           7-12 9.5591           16-9 4.1621           
11-8 12.3659         11-15 4.3408           5 26.9814       10-14 3.2277         7-4 9.1081         17 21.5310       
3 10.4938         13 18.2485         4-1 8.0570           3 8.8067           7-8 8.4661           15 6.1752           
9 14.1810         12 21.7503         4-7 9.8673          1 8.6700         2 21.0541       15-11 3.1681         
16 7.4106           6 23.3763         6-18 2.5906           1-12 11.6896         9-16 2.9789           14 7.1241           
15 9.1199           10 22.6273         6-14 4.0684          1-4 13.4123       9-15 4.1445         14-6 5.7950         
11 17.5181         12-1 15.0074         8-11 7.6038           1-8 10.2346         16 4.7437           14-10 4.6219           
12 21.8914         12-7 19.5741         8 12.1271       2 30.8316       16-11 2.3244         15-3 6.0186         
4 13.6841         18 7.2387           10 13.6107         3-16 6.8191           18 3.2527           15-9 4.7938           
8 15.4820         14 6.2784           5 31.3121       3-15 10.0126       18-6 3.4727         17 20.0354       
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Fig 3. The Structure of back propagation neural network. 
Activation value for each neural j can be obtained from output of hidden layer as expression in (3). 
( )j jY f U=         (3) 
Where jY  is the activation function vector of hidden layer j. since, the logistic function is: 
( )
1
1 x
f x
e−
=
+
       (4) 
for each neural k of output layer is: 
1
n
j kj k
i
Y W V
=
=∑         (5) 
Where kjW  is the weight vector connected to output layer k from hidden layer j and kV  is the network output of 
output layer k and activation value for each neural k of output layer is: 
( )k jZ f V=         (6) 
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Where kZ  is the activation function vector of output layer k. 
Compare kZ  with actual output value, which should be calculated the error. If the error is less than the training 
setting level, then the training finishes. Else adjust each weight value as following. 
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Where 
( )t
ij
E
w
∂
∂
 is the summed gradient information over all patterns of the pattern set and ( )tijΔ is the update-
value. 
The new update-values ( )tijΔ  can be expressed as 
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+where 0 <1<η η−<
Error Value Checking 
The method for checking the grouping correction which is the suitable method, is mean square error [4] can be 
expressed as  
( )
2
1
1 n
i i
i
MSE x x
n
=
= −∑        (9) 
Where ix  is the mean value of real data, ix  is the mean value of network data. Coefficient value MSE should 
be 0. If the coefficient value reaches 0, the mean of network value closed to real data.  
3. Experiment and Result 
This experiment show the calculation of the traffic between nodes as network configuration as shown in Fig. 2, 
then used the program simulation the neural network structure. The output from the neural network method as 
shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Traffic volume on each route by neural network model. 
Node I J K L M N O P Q
I -          89.9518   36.0222   -          -          54.5358   45.7536   45.8254   55.8360   
J 89.9518   -          98.1038   81.3610   83.7540   89.4492   108.4813 -          -          
K 36.0222   98.1038   -          49.3989   50.4917   -          -          30.0238   37.7371   
L -          81.3610   49.3989   -          54.0891   -          -          -          -          
M -          83.7540   50.4917   54.0891   -          -          -          -          -          
N 54.5358   89.4492   -          -          -          -          55.8360   -          -          
O 45.7536   108.4813 -          -          -          55.8360   -          -          -          
P 45.8254   -          30.0238   -          -          -          -          -          52.0312   
Q 55.8360   -          37.7371   -          -          -          -          52.0312   -          
Comparison between the results from back propagation neural network method with the conventional method 
show that the back propagation neural network method result approaches to conventional method as show in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4 Comparison between the neural network method with conventional method. 
4.  Conclusions 
By using the neural network method to grouping traffic in a backbone network, the results show that the neural 
network, which have adjusted the data good enough, construct with the suitable model and parameter, by 
determining the initial update-value 0 0.1Δ = , the maximum weight-step max 50.0Δ = , and the weight-decay 
exponent 3.0α = , can give the correct grouping (for the experiment the MSE approximates 0.00133). On the other 
hand, this model can also be used for improving the traffic grouping for the other network, just change the learning 
model as follow the network under group. The correct grouping help to improve the truck circuit as the increase 
traffic in the future on each node in backbone network. 
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